Day 1
I can report that our merry band of cycling fundraisers set out for Braidwood
from Nowra this morning at 7am. They had spent the night in the Archer
Motel, named as you may have guessed after Nowra’s most famous racehorse.
It was the one and only Archer who allegedly walked some of the way from
Nowra to Melbourne before winning the Melbourne Cup – twice. The first ever
Cup in 1861 and again the next year in 1862. (Arwon – you’ll note an anagram
of Nowra – is the second most famous. Also winning a Melbourne Cup). An
appropriate historical titbit for the troupe to contemplate as they mounted
their bikes for the climb to the Summit.

Robin, Ben, Matt and Ian

Robin collecting the ceremonial sea water to take to the summit
Morning drizzle soon turned to showers for the first hour, so it was not an
auspicious start. Luckily it was only damp for an hour or so and the day
morphed into one of heat and humidity. They had a (high protein) hamburger
lunch (with accompanying fluid) at the Nerriga Pub where they found
themselves in awe of the exploits of a fellow, totally unrelated, cyclist they met
there by chance. This young Canadian lady was part way through a solo cycle
tour from Adelaide to Cairns via Melbourne/Sydney/Canberra. Not only that,
but she was doing it with 45 kilograms of bike, trailer and gear.

Suitably inspired, and presumably hydrated, the team set off for the afternoon
ride into Braidwood, happy with the information that the stretch of dirt road
that had been such an ordeal the last time, would now be a sealed surface.
Sadly, as Donald Trump is so keen to point out, this was in fact FAKE NEWS.
While 12 kilometres had a perfectly sealed surface, there were also five, and
three kilometre (steep gradient) stretches of dirt, followed by ten of
compacted – but unsealed blue metal. Spirits were more dampened by this,
than the early morning drizzle!
Not to worry. These warriors are not to be defeated by the mere vagaries of
the Department of Main Roads, and girding up their lycra, charged into
Braidwood to complete the 121 or so kilometres of Day One by 6.30pm.
They will all sleep well tonight! Tomorrow it’s off to Canberra.
Cheers
Chris

Day 2
Day two of the Sea to Summit started with a pastry and coffee in the
Braidwood Bakery, as the overnight accommodation didn’t extend to
breakfast. This was quickly followed by an 8am, twenty six kilometre sprint on
the Old Cooma Rd to the base of the dirt climb to the top of Tallaganda State
Forrest. This was a less than enticing experience, as in Ian’s estimation one
kilometre of dirt is equivalent to four kilometres of tarmac. Having slogged
their way to the top, our intrepid riders then had to endure the eight
kilometres of bone shattering corrugations on the descent. All in all, an energy
sapping couple of hours.
Lunch provided a much needed fillip to their spirits which they imbibed at the
Captain’s Flat Pub (which you may be interested to know – has the longest bar
in Australia. Think 1920’s Goldrush). While they were there, the Pub TV was
showing an ad for weight reduction by using a motorised belt to shake the fat
from your body. The irony was exquisite.

The forty five kilometre run into Canberra was largely a doddle after the
morning’s ordeal. Good bitumen, tailwind pushing them along – they were
soon travelling at speeds around 40 kph. If it wasn’t for the odd rain shower
keeping it real, it would have been close to a cyclist’s perfect orgasm.
They arrived back in Canberra an hour before they were due at the Arboretum
for the Annual Canberra Indigo Fundraising dinner. Just enough time to shower
and titivate themselves up for their presentation to the 250 guests. Virginia
Haussegger, who was the MC, enthusiastically introduced them as the “Indigo
Mamils”.
Tomorrow is a rest day. Having observed the intake of wine at the Dinner, I
suspect that they may be needing it. On Sunday it’s off through the
Brindabellas to Adaminaby. Fitz’s Hill awaits.
More news on Sunday night.
Chris
Day 3
After a day of R&R for muscle, bone and liver (the Indigo charity dinner
involved some alcoholic accompaniment….) - our Mamil warriors, to some
extent, upgraded their status. Matt, who had ridden up from Nowra and done
a sterling job by generously alternating as driver of the Sag Wagon, had to
leave the ride for other engagements. He was replaced by Karin who will be
doing the remainder of the journey to the Summit. Accordingly, with an altered
gender balance, the group are now to be known as the Indigo Mapils (middle
aged persons in Lycra).
Day three started at 8am with a rather gloomy forecast of significant rain
developing. This was a disappointing prospect as the ride today was the most
difficult section - to Adaminaby via the Namadgi National Park on the Boboyan
Road. It involved steep climbs, and plenty of dirt which could easily turn into
yucky mud. Luckily however, they rode the 40km from Yarralumla to the foot
of the diabolical Fitz’s Hill without the slightest sprinkle of moisture. Fitz’s
climb is 2.7km long, and gains 275 metres. This translates to an average
gradient of over 10%! Based on this, it ranks as the 57th hardest climb in
Australia and 5613th in the world. To make it harder today, there was the
inevitable, very strong headwind. (Unless you cycle, you probably won’t

understand the major significance a headwind has on your forward motion.)
Not to worry. With a flurry of pedals and help from the smallest gears - up they
went. Happily, all contestants made it to the top without the need of an
aqualung or even minor resuscitation.
For this reason alone, those of you who are thinking of donating to Indigo but
haven’t got around to it should immediately head to

https://chuffed.org/project/seatosummit2019!
After this success it wasn’t long before they hit the 43 kilometres of dirt. But
still with no rain threatening, the ride to Brayshaws Hut was tough but doable.
Now, I know that you’re just desperate for the hut’s history - right!

Ian, Robin, Karin and Ben
Brayshaws hut is one of a number of famous high country Australian Huts and
sits beside the Boboyan road in Namadgi. It was built in 1903 and was
inhabited until the mid 60’s when it was turned into shearer’s quarters. In the
late 80’s it was refurbished to reflect its original form. The attached photo
shows what a romantic environment it offered the team as a luncheon venue

today. (For Just such an occasion, I had packed them what were hopefully
energy filled wraps.) I also included apples and Snickers in case the blood sugar
levels needed that last kick to get them the final 35km into Adaminaby.
Something must have worked, because not only did it not rain, but the team
survived the remaining 28km of gravel without incident – safely reaching their
accommodation before dark (unlike their ride two year’s ago).
Tonight it’s a well earned relax at the Pub and apparently a “trout dinner for
$30 with two sides”. I’m not sure if the “two sides” refers to the trout, or salad
and chips!!!
More tomorrow night after they reach Jindabyne. And don’t forget to Donate.
It would be great if they could reach their donation Goal by the time they hit
the geographical Goal – the Kosciusko Summit - on Tuesday!
Cheers
Chris
Day 4
Day four turned out to be a bugger of day!
After a good night’s sleep in somewhat average accommodation – think 1960’s
décor- and having gobbled down an elegant sufficiency of vitals, the Indigo
Mapils looked forlornly at the dark grey sky. It wasn’t raining but the wind was
picking up. This accelerated their departure. They shot into the Adaminaby’s
vibrant shopping precinct and purchased a gourmet lunch to take with them.
As luck would have it they had found a shop open that sold sandwiches.
Once on the road, they made the 40km’s to picturesque Buckenderra passing
over the water shed of the Great Dividing Range, without too much difficulty.

It hadn’t rained. However, the wind was starting to gust really strongly. It
seemed to be roaring right off the mountains. When the gusts were head on it
was just plain difficult to get up any speed. When they were behind them they
hurtled along. Gusts from the side however made riding downright dangerous.
To make things more tricky, they now had 15km of dirt road ahead of them.
Nevertheless, they struggled on. Progress was slow. It became slower when
apparently, a herd of about 70 cows wandered onto the road and surrounded
Robin. This naturally reminded me of that brilliant song - Cows with Guns :
“He mooed ‘we must fight, escape or we'll die’, Cows gathered around, cause
the steaks were so high…..Bad cow pun!”
Back to the riders.

Having negotiated the cow herd without fatality or injury to any sentient
beings, the rain now set in. Serious, windblown rain. Our warriors decided to
shelter huddled together in the sag wagon (think drenched sardines) to try and
wait it out. However, after about 45 minutes during which they ate their
gourmet corn beef sandwiches, it was decided to press on. Out they got, and
four drowned rats cycled another 30 km’s or towards the Monaro highway
turnoff to Jindabyne. The wind seemed to have had become even more
outrageous. Ian reckons he sometimes hit 50 clicks when the wind was
assisting him.
It was time to take stock. The Monaro Highway is obviously a main Road with a
lots of traffic. The group discussed the situation and reluctantly decided that
the risk of someone being blown off the bike into the path of a motor vehicle
was just not worth taking. Fortunately Ben’s wife Josie had driven to Jindabyne
to spend the night with him, so a quick phone call to her and bikes and riders
where shuttled the last 13km to the Hotel for the night.
So, all in all a disappointing (and uncomfortable) day. Having looked at the
BOM website, I think they made the right decision: the winds in the Snowy’s
this afternoon were over 100km per hour, gusting up to 140 at times. No
wonder they had trouble staying on the bike.
On the upside, their Jindabyne accommodation is modern and their rooms look
out over the lake – which at last report resembled Bondi Beach. Such were the
abnormally large waves that were whipped up by the winds.

Here's hoping that day five and the final climb up to Mt Kosciusko is more
fortuitous.
Cheers
Chris

Day 5
Day five was all good news for the Indigo Mapils. The tumultuous weather of
yesterday had given way to an acceptable breeze and sunshine, if not being a
little chilly at 4 degrees.
After croissants and coffee looking out over Lake Jindabyne, the 40km climb to
Charlottes Pass was, all in all, a pleasant struggle. It was pleasing to note that,
unlike last time, Ben avoided any confrontation with flying wallabies. As the
group tentatively cycled around Wallaby Corner (as its now known) it was hard
not to recall the wallaby jumping on to the handle bars of Ben’s Bike, stealing

his hearing aid in the process, and causing him to fall and crack a couple of ribs.
Today however, all was quiet on the wallaby front.
Lunch at Charlotte’s was a falafel roll which had been cleverly purchased
before leaving Jindabyne. This was a big improvement on yesterday’s damp,
corned beef sandwiches. Having bolstered their strength for the final assault,
they switched to gravel bikes for the 7.5km rock and gravel walking path to
Rawson’s Hut. The nature of the last 1.5km to the very top of Australia
requires walking. It was about now that our riders realised how sore their legs
actually were. Once there, they enjoyed a little ceremony where the bottle of
sea water they had collected in Nowra was poured onto the rocky outcrop.
This signified the end of a very eventful 546 km journey for both the water, the
riders, and I suspect you – the readers!

The riders would really like to thank everyone again for supporting them by so
generously donating to the Indigo Foundation. Every single cent that has been
raised will be used in 17 different Indigo projects in seven countries all of
which are designed to empower women and girls though all have general

community development elements and help men and boys. All projects are
initiated by the recipient’s themselves. Indigo’s model is to merely act as a
conduit to facilitate these ideas.
So until next time, it’s over and out from me. Be kind to one another and all
creatures on our earth.
Cheers
Chris

